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Abstract

A microwave rectifier array using adaptive input power dis-
tribution technique (AIPDT) is proposed to achieve high
conversion efficiency over a wide dynamic input power
range. The rectifier array employs two rectifier cells oper-
ating at low and high-power levels respectively, and utilizes
AIPDT to distribute the RF input power between them ac-
cording to the input power level. In this way, a high RF-DC
power conversion efficiency (PCE) and a low reflection co-
efficient over a wide input power range are achieved. For
validation, the proposed rectifier array at 2.4 GHz was de-
signed, fabricated and characterized. The experimental re-
sults show that the PCE maintains over 50% when the input
power ranges from 2.2 to 26.5 dBm, and the input power
range for PCE>30% is from -7 to 30 dBm. Besides, the
reflection coefficient remains less than -10 dB over 40 dB
dynamic range (-10 to 30 dBm).

1 Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) and wireless energy har-
vesting (WEH) are promising microwave/RF technologies
that are capable of extending the battery life of a wireless
sensor and making battery-free devices possible. One of
the key components to build WPT/WEH is the rectifier with
high RF-DC power conversion efficiency (PCE). However,
the input power level of a rectifier may change with the dis-
tance from the RF source, the antenna orientation, and the
time of day. The problem is even worse in a WEH system
where the power level of the harvested RF power is not pre-
dictable. The reflection coefficient and PCE of a rectifier
are functions of the input power, and thus the fluctuating
input power level will cause input impedance mismatch, re-
sulting in severe drop of PCE.

In recent years, different approaches have been explored
to improve the dynamic range of a rectifier. In terms of
reducing the variation of input impedance with a vary-
ing input power level, the concept of resistance compres-
sion network (RCN) has been previously introduced in [1]-
[2]. Beyond the RCN, the maximum power point track-
ing method (MPPT), based on the closed-loop tracking and
DC/DC converter, can maximize the conversion efficiency
by terminating a rectifier with an optimum load, result-
ing in a stable efficiency over a wide input power range.

As reported in [3], better matching is realized and the effi-
ciency is improved by 10% at a relatively lower input power
level. Alternatively, a power management unit (PMU)
consisting of a star-up circuit and a boost converter al-
lows the system to operate with a significantly lower in-
put power [4]. Nonetheless, the intrinsic power consump-
tion of the MPPT/PMU causes an efficiency dilemma when
the RF input power or the harvested power is relatively
low (e.g.,∼10 µW-∼100 mW).

An amplifier with the Doherty configuration could achieve
high-power efficiency and high linearity over a wide range
of output power levels [5]. Following this concept, a rec-
tifier topology which can switch between low-power and
high-power operation can effectively widen the dynamic
range of the rectifier. In accordance with this idea, a
high-power rectifier and a low-power rectifier are employed
to extend the input power range, and the adaptive input-
power distribution between the two sub-rectifiers can be
achieved by RF switch [6], coupler [7]-[8], circulator [9]-
[10], or power divider [11]-[12]. However, the insertion
loss of the additional circuit component is unavoidable, re-
sulting in a deterioration of PCE. For instance, in [7] and
[8], the high-power and low-power branch are connected
by a λ /4 branch-line coupler, so that the injected power can
be optimally delivered to the sub-rectifiers. Nevertheless,
the series and shunt arms of this λ /4 coupler have a total
physical length of 17 mm at 2.4 GHz, which introduces an
insertion loss of around 0.3 dB.

On top of those, efforts have been expended on the elim-
ination of the circuit components between the two sub-
rectifiers, such as the adaptive power distribution approach
proposed in [13] and [14]. In those two works, all sub-
rectifier cells share one DC load, such that the rectify-
ing diodes are reverse biased by the same DC output volt-
age. However, the overall input power range is undermined
by the low-power cell where a rectifying diode with low-
breakdown capability is used. In addition to this, a cooper-
ative structure using two diodes with diverse characteristics
is proposed to extend the input power range [15]. It is noted
that the additional diode on the signal flow-path will intro-
duce insertion loss, resulting in a detraction of conversion
efficiency.

Besides, to maintain high and stable efficiency on a wide
input power range, a control circuit which can sense the



Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the proposed rec-
tifier array with adaptive input power distribution tech-
nique (AIPDT).

input power level and adaptively switch the rectifier be-
tween different operating modes is reported in [16]. Soon
afterward, to eliminate the control and sensing circuit, the
pHEMT/MOSFET is utilized as an adaptive switch which
can adaptively extend the breakdown voltage of the recti-
fying diode, and thus a wide input power range is achieved
with a simple structure [17]-[18]. However, the operating
frequency range of the rectifier is limited by the introduced
circuit components.

Different from the previous works employing the Do-
herty configuration through a circulator or branch-line cou-
pler [7]-[12], the proposed AIPDT positively increases the
proportion of RF input power distributed to the high-power
rectifier with the increase of input power, while decreasing
that to the low-power rectifier, and vice versa. Meanwhile,
the proposed AIPDT has a low-loss because it only employs
two segments of microstrip-line, no complex matching net-
work is bridged between the two rectifier cells, enabling the
rectifier array to be achieved within a compact circuit area
and a low insertion loss. As a result, a high PCE can be
achieved over a wide input power range.

2 Design and Simulation

Fig.1 shows the simplified schematic of the proposed recti-
fier array with AIPDT. It consists of two different rectifier
cells which are directly connected to the input port without
any additional circuits. The low-power branch, Cell 1, and
high-power branch, Cell 2, are optimized for their corre-
sponding operational regime, respectively.

As shown in Fig.1, for each branch, a short-circuited
stub TLn1 is applied to cancel the imaginary part of the
impedance of the rectifying diode. Within the input
power range of interest, a segment of transmission line
TLn2 is further introduced to transform the complex input
impedance Zrec1 or Zrec2 into a real impedance, and the in-
put impedances after this modulation are denoted as Zin1
and Zin2. Besides, with proper electrical lengths of TLn2,
Zin1 and Zin2 could inversely change with the input power,
which is the key to the proposed AIPDT.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) The working principle of the proposed
AIPDT. (b) The desired input impedance Zin1 and Zin2 ver-
sus input power.

2.1 Working Principle of the AIPDT

The working principle of the proposed rectifier array is in-
dicated in Fig.2(a) where the AIPDT is realized through
the impedance variation of the two cells. As shown in
Fig.2(a), the input power of the rectifier array is denoted as
Pin, and the real power delivered to the individual rectifier
are denoted as Pin1 and Pin2. As the voltages on the input
impedance Zin1 and Zin2 are equal, the power distribution
ratio between the cells, Pin1/Pin2, is inversely proportional
to that between the rectifier cells’ input impedances, which
can be described as

Pin1

Pin2
=

Zin2(Pin)

Zin1(Pin)
(1)

Besides, the input impedance of the rectifier array Zin is also
a function of Zin1,2. Thus, the AIPDT can be fully realized
once the input matching is achieved with

Zin = Zin1||Zin2 = ZG (2)

To avoid the input power saturation of the low-power Cell 1,
increasing amount of RF input power should be delivered
to Cell 2 as the input power rises. Thus, from (1) and (2),
the two rectifier cells are designed such that Zin1,2 vary in-
versely with the input power, which is shown in Fig.2(b).
Besides, in order to extend the dynamic input power range
without sacrificing the PCE, the low-power Cell 1 should
be deactivated at high power level, and vice versa for the
high-power Cell 2.

2.2 Simulation Results

The operating frequency of the proposed rectifier array is
set to be 2.4GHz. The input impedance Zin1,2 are simulated
in Advanced designed system (ADS, Keysight) based on a
nonlinear SPICE model, and the results are shown in Fig.3.
It is observed that both Zin1 and Zin2 are real impedance
from 0 to 10 dBm, and Zin1 increases with the input power,
whereas Zin2 decreases with the input power. In addition,
good input matching has been achieved with the proposed
rectifier array (Zin1||Zin2), such that the input reflection co-
efficient magnitude is well below -10 dB at all the input
power levels.



Figure 3. Simulated input impedance of a single rectifier
cell from -10 to 25 dBm at 2.4 GHz. (a) Zin1 of Cell 1 with
the low-power branch. (b) Zin2 of Cell 2 with the high-
power branch.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) The input power distribution between Cell 1
and Cell 2 by the power-dependant impedance Zin1,2. (b)
Comparison of the simulated PCE: Cell 1 of the low-power
branch; Cell 2 of the high-power branch; the proposed rec-
tifier array with AIPDT.

Fig.4(a) shows the simulated power distribution between
Cell 1 and Cell 2 versus input power. It can be seen that in-
creasing amount of input power is delivered to Cell 2, with
the power distribution Pin1/Pin declines as the input power
Pin increases and Pin2/Pin rises steadily. At a lower input
power, the proposed AIPDT delivers a large proportion of
the input power Pin to the low-power branch Cell 1. For in-
stance, at −10dBm, the Cell 1 occupies 93.5% of the input
power, the Cell 2 only makes up 6.5%, so that Cell 2 is con-
sidered to be effectively OFF. On the other hand, most of
the RF power is delivered to Cell 2 in the high power re-
gion. At 20 dBm input power, the Cell 2 takes up 81.5%
while the Cell 1 accounts for 17.5% of the input power .

Fig.4(b) shows the simulated PCE of the rectifier array as
compared to two individual rectifiers. The PCE of the pro-
posed rectifier array follows the solid red line. Compar-
ing this red line with the purple dash line of Cell 1, we can
find that almost all the input power is distributed to Cell 1
within the input power range from -10 to -2 dBm. Thus,
the PCE of the rectifier array is approximately equal to the
PCE of Cell 1 in this region. Along the increase of the in-
put power, Cell 2 accounts for a growing amount of the RF
input power through the proposed AIPDT. Due to the rel-
ative low PCE of Cell 2 at a lower input power level (blue
dash dot line), the red solid line has a slight drop between
-2 to 7.5 dBm. With the continuous increase of the input
power, both rectifying diodes will reach their breakdown re-

Figure 5. The proposed rectifier array with AIPDT. (a) The
layout. (b) A photograph of the fabricated rectifier array.

Figure 6. Measured PCE and |S11| versus the input power
at 2.4 GHz, in comparison to simulation results.

gions. As labelled in Fig.4(b), with the functions of the pro-
posed AIPDT and Cell 2, the saturation point of Cell 1 has
been successfully extended from 6 dBm to 18 dBm, which
demonstrates an improvement of 12 dB dynamic range.

3 Implementation and Experimental Results

The proposed rectifier was fabricated and tested. The layout
of the proposed design is shown in Fig.5(a). Rogers 4350B
(εr =3.66 and tanδ =0.002) was used as the substrate,
Fig.5(b) shows a photo of the prototype rectifier. As can
be seen, complex matching circuits and impedance trans-
formation are not used in the proposed structure, leading to
a simple structure. The measured PCE can be calculated
with

ηPCE =
PLow +PHigh

Pin
×100% (3)

where PLow and PHigh are the output DC power of the two
rectifier cells, and Pin is the RF input power of the proposed
rectifier array.

Fig.6 depicts the measured and simulated PCE versus input
power at 2.4 GHz. As observed, the measured PCE remains
more than 50% within the input power range from 2.2 to
26.5dBm. In addition, the proposed design demonstrates
> 30% PCE over a range of 37 dB input power level (-7 to
30dBm). The maximum measured PCE of the proposed
rectifier is 81.9% at 17dBm. Furthermore, the measured
|S11| is well below -10dB within the whole input range,
such that a dynamic range of 40 dB for |S11|<−10 dB can



be achieved. There are still some discrepancies between the
measurements and simulations, which are due to the inac-
curate diode models and fabrication errors.

4 Conclusion

In this letter, an adaptive input power distribution technique
(AIPDT) has been presented to facilitate the design of a
rectifier array which can achieve high conversion efficiency
over a wide input power range. By using AIDPT, the input
impedance variations of the two rectifier cells are neutral-
ized, so that the proposed rectifier array has achieved good
input impedance matching over a wide input power range,
resulting in a dynamic range of 40 dB for |S11|<-10 dB.
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